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Learning Outcomes

At the end of the lecture, you should be able to:
• define the concept of input in the Information Processing Cycle
• identify the types and use cases of various categories of input devices, including 

keyboards, pointing devices, scanning devices, image capturing devices, audio-
input devices, and voice recognition systems
• distinguish the advantages and disadvantages of the various categories of input 

devices
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Concept of Input

Input refers to the data or instructions entered into a computer.
• input comes from an external entity (i.e., you as the user)
• input can come in two forms: data (unprocessed text, numbers, media, etc.) and 

instructions (i.e., programs, commands, user responses)
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Input Devices

Input devices are hardware devices that allow data to be input into a computer.
• words, numbers, sounds, images, gestures, etc. are translated by input devices into a 

form that the system can process
There are various input devices, but the more common ones include the following (list is 
not exhaustive):
• keyboards
• pointing devices (i.e., mouse, touchpad, etc.)
• joysticks
• touch screens
• scanners
• digital cameras
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Keyboards

Keyboards are the most common input devices and are used to input text, numbers 
and instructions into the computer.
• Most keyboards use the QWERTY layout (this name comes from the keys on the 

top row, which spell out 'QWERTY').
• Each character on the keyboard corresponds to an ASCII value. When pressed, a 

digital signal is sent to be interpreted by the computer.

Uses of keyboards include:
• input of data into application software (e.g., text into word processors, numbers 

into spreadsheets)
• typing in commands to the computer (e.g., Ctrl + C to copy, Ctrl + V to paste)
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Keyboard Categories

There exists an array of keyboard types, but all can be grouped into 4 basic categories:
• traditional keyboards

• full-size keyboards that are widely used on desktops and larger computers
• standard U.S. traditional keyboards have 101 keys

• laptop keyboards
• smaller than traditional keyboards; widely used on (most, not all) laptop computers
• typically have fewer keys, no numeric keypad, and no standard location for function and 

navigation keys
• virtual keyboards

• used primarily with mobile devices and tablets
• keys are typically displayed on a screen and selected by touching their image on screen

• thumb keyboards
• used on handheld PCs, mobile phones, and similar devices that lack built-in keyboards and have 

limited typing space
• feature fewer keys and require combo punches to produce certain symbols and characters
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Keyboard Categories

Toggle keys: turn a feature on or off (e.g., Caps Lock)
Combination keys: perform an action when held down in a combination with another key 
(e.g., Ctrl on Windows, Command (⌘) on Mac)
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Keyboard Categories
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Apple's Magic Keyboard (Laptop-Sized)



Keyboard Categories
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Virtual Keyboard on iPad

Thumb Keyboard (Keypad) on Nokia X3-02 Touch-and-Type



Keyboards – Advantages & Disadvantages

Advantages of using Keyboards:
• Fast entry of new text into a document
• Easy to use for most people
• Easier to do verification checks as the data is entered (can immediately compare 

the source document with typed data on the screen)

Disadvantages of using Keyboards:
• Can be difficult to use if the user has limited arm/wrist use
• Slow method when compared to direct data (e.g., optical mark recognition)
• Fairly large device that uses up valuable desk space
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Ergonomic Keyboard

Ergonomic keyboards are designed to reduce health-related problems associated 
with standard keyboards, such as carpal tunnel syndrome and repetitive strain 
injury (RSI).
• designed to give more support to the wrists and hands when doing a lot of typing
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Pointing Devices

Pointing devices provide an intuitive interface with the system unit by accepting 
physical movements or gestures (e.g., finger pointing, moving across a screen) and 
converting these movements into machine-readable input.
• A pointer is a small symbol on the screen whose location and shape change as a 

user moves a pointing device.

There are a wide variety of pointing devices, including:
• mouse
• touchscreen
• stylus
• game controller
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POINTING DEVICES

Mouse
The mouse (plural: mice) is an example of a pointing device.
• user controls the position of a pointer on the screen by moving the mouse 

around
• usually have two buttons which have different functions

• left button is usually used to select items by double-clicking, while the right button brings up 
drop-down menus

• may also have a scroll button, which speeds up the process of moving through a document
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POINTING DEVICES

Optical Mouse
An optical mouse is a computer mouse which emits and senses light to detect 
mouse movement.
• detected movements are communicated to the system unit traditionally using a 

cord
• cordless or wireless mouse uses radio waves or infrared light waves to 

communicate with the system unit – eliminate the mouse cord and free up desk 
space
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POINTING DEVICES

Optical Mouse
How optical mice work:
• A red LED is used in the base of the mouse and the red light is bounced off the 

surface and the reflection is picked up by a complementary metal oxide 
semiconductor (CMOS). 
• CMOS generates electric pulses to represent the reflected light and these pulses 

are sent to a digital signal processor (DSP).
• Processor can now work out the coordinates of the mouse based on the changing 

image patters as it is moved about on the surface.
• Computer can then move the on-screen cursor 

to the coordinates sent by the mouse.
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Diagram of an optical mouse



POINTING DEVICES

Mouse – Advantages & Disadvantages
Advantages of using Mice:
• Faster way to choose an option than using a keyboard
• Very quick way to navigate through applications and the internet
• Does not need a large desk area when compared to a keyboard

Disadvantages of using Mice:
• Can be more difficult for people with restricted hand/wrist movement than using 

a keyboard data entry
• Easy to damage, and the older type of mouse quickly becomes clogged up with 

dirt
• Difficult to use if no flat surface is readily available (e.g., on an airplane)
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POINTING DEVICES

Mouse – Optical & Wired Mouse Benefits
Benefits of an optical mouse over a mechanical mouse:
• There are no moving parts, therefore it is more reliable.
• Dirt cannot get trapped in any of the mechanical components.
• There is no need to have any special surfaces.

Most optical mice use Bluetooth connectivity rather than using a USB wired 
connection. While this makes the mouse more versatile, a wired mouse has the 
following advantages:
• no signal loss since there is a constant signal pathway (wire)
• cheaper to operate (no need to buy new batteries or charge batteries)
• fewer environmental issues (no need to dispose of old batteries)
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POINTING DEVICES

Touchpad
Touchpads are used as a pointing device in many laptop computers.
• pointer is controlled by the user moving their finger on the touchpad and then 

gently tapping it to simulate the left button of a mouse (i.e., selection)
• some also have buttons under the touchpad which serve the same function as 

the left and right buttons on a mouse
• most popular style of touchpad on laptops today is 

the buttonless touchpad, commonly referred to as 
a clickpad
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Clickpad on Lenovo Yoga 910 Convertible NotebookSource: http://www.notebookreview.com/feature/need-know-touchpads-trackpads/



POINTING DEVICES

Touchpad – Advantages & Disadvantages
Advantages of using Touchpads:
• same as the mouse (faster than a keyboard for choosing options, etc.)
• no need for a separate mouse; already integrated into the laptop computer – aids 

portability and better for if there are no flat surfaces available

Disadvantages of using Touchpads:
• people with limited hand/wrist movement find the device difficult to use
• can be more difficult to control the pointer when compared to a mouse
• more difficult to use when doing certain operations such as drag and drop
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POINTING DEVICES

Touch Screen
A touch screen allows users to select actions or commands by touching the screen 
with a finger or pen-like device. These can be considered as both an input and 
output device.
• Multi-touch screens can be touched with more than one finger – allows use of 

gestures to carry out various tasks like rotating graphical objects on screen or 
zooming in and out
• gestures include various movements of fingers like pinching or stretching

• commonly used with tablets and smartphones, as 
well as some laptop computers and desktop 
computers
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POINTING DEVICES

Touch Screen Use Cases
Among the many use cases of touch screens include:
• self-service tills (e.g., at petrol stations where users touch the screen to select 

fuel grade and payment method)
• automatic teller machines (ATMs) to choose from on-screen options
• point-of-sale terminals (e.g., at restaurants)
• public information systems at airports, railway stations, tourist offices, etc.
• personal digital assistants (PDAs), cell phones and satellite navigation systems
• interactive whiteboards in education
• computer-based training (CBT) where answers are selected during on-screen 

testing
• as an output device, since they also function to output visuals as a monitor
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POINTING DEVICES

Touch Screen – Advantages & Disadvantages
Advantages of Touch Screens:
• faster entry of options than using keyboard or mouse
• very easy method for choosing options
• user-friendly; no training necessary in its use

Disadvantages of Touch Screens:
• limited number of options available
• can lead to problems if an operator has to use the system frequently (straining of arm 

muscles, RSI, etc., are all possible)
• screen can get dirty with constant touching – reduces its responsiveness and can also 

make it more difficult to read in strong light
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POINTING DEVICES

Stylus
A stylus is a pen-like device typically used with tablets and mobile devices.
• uses pressure to simulate drawing or writing on a screen
• often interacts with the computer through handwriting 

recognition software, which translates handwritten 
notes into a form that the system unit can process
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Source: https://www.theverge.com/circuitbreaker/2018/9/11/17842556/ipad-logitech-crayon-apple-pencil-stylus-review

Logitech Crayon for iPad



POINTING DEVICES

Game Controller
Game controllers are devices that provide input to computer games.

While keyboards and traditional mice can be used as game controllers, the four most 
popular and specialized game controllers are:
• joysticks – control game actions by users varying the pressure, speed, and direction of a 

control stick
• gaming mice – similar to traditional mice, but with higher precision, faster 

responsiveness, programmable buttons, and better ergonomics
• gamepads – designed to be held by two hands and provide a wide array of inputs, 

including motion, turning, stopping, and firing
• motion-sensing devices – control games by user movements (e.g., Microsoft Kinect, 

Nintendo Switch Joy-cons)
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POINTING DEVICES

Game Controller
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Gaming Mouse Game controllers
(gamepad with joysticks)

Nintendo Switch Joy-cons



POINTING DEVICES

Joystick
Joysticks functions similarly to a mouse and a trackerball.
• screen pointer can be controlled by gripping the stick
• buttons are used to make selections; often another button on top of the stick 

exists that can be used for gaming purposes for example to fire a weapon

Uses of a joystick:
• used in video/computer games
• used in simulators (e.g., flight simulators) to mimic actual 

controls
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POINTING DEVICES

Joystick – Advantages & Disadvantages
Advantages of using joysticks:
• easier than a keyboard to navigate the screen
• control is more realistic for some applications than, for example, using a mouse

Disadvantage of using joysticks:
• more difficult to control the on-screen pointer than with other devices, such as 

with a mouse
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Scanning Devices

Scanning devices convert scanned text and images into a form that the system unit 
can process.

There are various types of scanning devices, including:
• optical scanners
• card readers
• barcode readers
• RFID readers
• character and mark recognition devices
• 3-D scanners
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SCANNING DEVICES

Optical Scanner
An optical scanner, also known simply as a scanner, 
accepts documents consisting of text and/or images 
and converts them to machine-readable form.
• do not recognize individual letters or images; rather, they recognize light, dark, 

and colored areas that make up individual letters or images
• scanned documents are saved in files that can be further 

processed, displayed, printed, or stored for later use

Optical scanners are powerful tools for a wide variety of end 
users, including graphics and advertising professionals who 
scan images and combine them with text.
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Epson WorkForce ES-300WR Wireless 
Document Scanner

3D Scanner
Source: https://sea.pcmag.com/gallery/29974/epson-workforce-es-300wr-wireless-document-scanner-accounting-edition



SCANNING DEVICES

Optical Scanner
4 basic types of optical scanners:
• flatbed scanner (like a copy machine) – image to be scanned is placed on a glass 

surface, and the scanner records the image
• document scanner – similar to flatbed scanner, but can quickly scan multi-page 

documents; automatically feeds one page of a document at a time through a 
scanning surface
• portable scanner – typically a handheld device that slides across the image, 

making direct contact
• 3D scanners – use lasers, cameras, or robotic arms to record the shape of an 

object
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SCANNING DEVICES

Card Reader
Card readers interpret encoded information in cards (e.g., credit/debit card, access card, 
identification card)
• encoded information typically includes personal information 

(i.e., name, DOB, etc.)
• cards may also have some type of identification number and 

signature

There are several types, but the most common is the magnetic 
card reader/magnetic stripe reader.
• encoded information is stored on a thin magnetic strip located 

on the back of the card
• when the card is swiped through the magnetic card reader, information is read
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Magnetic Card Reader



SCANNING DEVICES

Card Reader
CHIP and PIN readers are another type of card reader.
• Many credit cards, known as chip cards, include additional security in the form of 

a microchip embedded in the credit card.
• This chip contains encrypted data that makes it nearly impossible for criminals to 

forge a duplicate card. Some chips require inserting the card into a specialized 
reader, while others only require that you hold the card near the reader.
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Chip and Pin Card Reader 
(also contactless)



SCANNING DEVICES

Contactless Card Reader
Contactless debit/credit cards allow customers to pay for items without entering 
their PIN.
• All contactless cards have a small chip that emits radio waves embedded in them.
• The card is held within a few centimeters of the payment terminal to pay for an 

item; the terminal picks up the signal from the chip and allows the transaction to 
be processed.
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SCANNING DEVICES

Card Reader – Advantages & Disadvantages
Advantages of Card Readers:
• faster transaction than using a magnetic stripe reader
• no need to type in PIN number, so no typing errors from customers
• retailers no longer have access to customers' credit/debit card information
• chip in contactless card responds to payment terminal reader with a unique number 

used for that transaction only; it does not simply transmit the consumer's account 
number

Disadvantages of Card Readers:
• contactless cards are more expensive than regular cards
• a thief with a suitable reader can monitor your contactless card transaction while being 

in close proximity
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SCANNING DEVICES

Barcode Reader
Barcode readers or scanners are used to read information in the form of a barcode.
• devices are either handheld wand readers or platform scanners
• contain photo-electric cells that scan or read barcodes (vertical zebra-striped 

marks printed on product containers)
Uses include:
• in supermarkets and other shops where goods are marked 

with a barcode (which contains product information)
• in libraries to keep track of books on loan
• as a safety function in many companies to ensure electrical 

equipment is checked on a regular basis
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Wand Barcode Reader



SCANNING DEVICES

Barcode Systems – Advantages & Disadvantages

Advantages of barcode systems:
• much faster than keying in data manually and fewer mistakes will be made
• if used as a way of recording safety testing of components (e.g., electrical components) 

they can help improve safety
• allow automatic stock control
• a tried and trusted technology

Disadvantages of barcode systems:
• relatively expensive system to administer
• not foolproof (i.e., barcodes can be swapped around on items)
• can be more easily damaged than RFID tags or magnetic stripes
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QR Code

Another type of barcode is the Quick Response (QR) code. This is made up of a 
matrix filled-in dark squares on a light background.
• QR codes can store over 7000 digits (more than a barcode's max at 30 digits)
• Built-in camera facilities in modern smartphones and a plethora of appropriate 

apps allow QR codes to be read.
• QR codes can contain information ranging from phone numbers to website links.
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QR Code Use Cases

Uses of QR Codes include: 
• advertising to contain data (e.g., business addresses, phone numbers, e-mail 

addresses, website addresses)
• link to apps (e.g., can be found in app stores to enable appropriate apps to be 

quickly downloaded onto a user's device)
• Wi-Fi authentication; QR codes can be used to store Wi-Fi network authentication 

(proof of identity) details, including passwords and type of encryption used
• deliver augmented reality (AR) experiences by helping an AR system to determine 

the positions of objects in a three-dimensional space
• establish virtual online stores, where a gallery of product information and QR 

codes are presented to the customer, for example, on a train station wall
• after customer scans QR code, product(s) are automatically delivered to their homes
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QR Code – Advantages & Disadvantages

Advantages of QR codes: 
• can hold much more information than barcodes
• there will be fewer errors; QR code's higher capacity allows the use of built-in error-checking 

systems 
• normal barcodes contain almost no data redundancy (duplicated data), therefore not possible to guard 

against badly printed or damaged barcodes
• easier to read; expensive laser or LED scanners not required, cellphone or tablet camera is 

enough
• easy to transmit (as text messages or images)
• possible to encrypt QR codes (gives greater protection than barcodes)

Disadvantages of QR codes:
• more than 1 QR format is available
• can be used to transmit malicious codes; known as attagging
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QR Code – New Developments

Newer QR codes (called frame QR codes) are now being used because of the 
increased ability to add advertising logos.
• frame QR codes come with a 'canvas area' where it is possible to include graphics 

or images inside the code itself
• unlike normal QR codes, software to do this is not usually free
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Frame QR code



SCANNING DEVICES

RFID Reader
RFID (radio-frequency identification) readers use radio waves to read and capture 
information stored on a tag.
• in some applications, the tag can be read from several meters away (an 

advantage over barcode system)

RFID tag is made up of 2 components:
• a microchip that stores and processes 

information
• an antenna which is used to receive and transmit data/information
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SCANNING DEVICES

RFID Reader
RFID tags can be passive or battery-powered.
• passive tags use reader's radio wave energy to relay back the information
• battery-powered tags use a small embedded battery to power the RFID

Some uses include: 
• monitor and locate lost pets or livestock
• track food from farm to table
• record prices, product descriptions, and locations of retail items
• admission passes
• traffic toll payments
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RFID Reader for Passports



SCANNING DEVICES

RFID Reader – Advantages & Disadvantages
Advantages of RFID:
• no line-of-sight contact is necessary; tags can be read from a distance
• very robust and reliable technology
• very fast read-rate (typically < 100ms to respond)
• bidirectional data transfer (i.e., allows read and write operations to take place)

Disadvantages of RFID: 
• tag collision (i.e., when signals from ≥2 tags overlap, interfering with each other)
• RFID uses radio waves (easy to jam or interrupt)
• relatively easy to hack into the data/signal transmitted by the tag
• more expensive than a comparable barcode system
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SCANNING DEVICES

Character and Mark Recognition Device
Character and mark recognition devices are scanners that can recognize special 
characters and marks. They are specialty devices that are essential tools for certain 
applications.

Three types of character and mark recognition include:
• Optical-character recognition (OCR)
• Optical-mark recognition (OMR)
• Magnetic ink character recognition (MICR)
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SCANNING DEVICES – CHARACTER & MARK RECOGNITION TYPES

Optical Character Recognition (OCR)
Optical character recognition (OCR) is the name given to software that takes 
scanned text and converts it into a computer-readable form.

Uses include:
• automatic number plate recognition
• assistive technology for blind and visually impaired users
• more quickly make textual versions of printed documents (e.g., book scanning)
• traffic sign recognition
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SCANNING DEVICES – CHARACTER & MARK RECOGNITION TYPES

Optical Character Recognition (OCR)
Advantages of OCR:
• faster than manually keying in data
• reduced number of errors, since there is no manual data entry

Main disadvantage: OCR is not accurate; there are studies and research still being 
carried out to improve OCR.
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SCANNING DEVICES – CHARACTER & MARK RECOGNITION TYPES

Optical Mark Recognition (OMR)
Optical mark recognition (OMR) involves devices that can read marks written in 
pen or pencil.
• position of pen/pencil mark is stored in the computer's memory after being read 

by the OMR device
• used to read questionnaires, multiple-choice examination papers and many other 

types of forms where responses are registered in the form of lines or shaded 
areas
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SCANNING DEVICES – CHARACTER & MARK RECOGNITION TYPES

Optical Mark Recognition (OMR)
Advantages of OMR:
• very fast way of inputting results of a survey, etc.; documents are fed in 

automatically and there is no user input
• no typing – more accurate than manually keying in data
• more accurate than OCR methods

Disadvantages of OMR:
• forms need to be carefully designed to make sure that the marks/shading are 

correctly positioned to gather information
• there can be problems if the form is not filled in correctly (sometimes need to be 

manually checked before being read – time consuming and expensive)
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SCANNING DEVICES – CHARACTER & MARK RECOGNITION TYPES

Magnetic Ink Character Recognition (MICR)
Magnetic ink character recognition (MICR) uses a system that can read special characters 
printed in a special ink (containing iron particles).
• only certain characters written in a standard font can be read
• characters are converted into a form that the computer can understand and then stored 

in a computer file

MICR is primarily used by banks to process checks in 
banking operations.
• check's value is first printed on the check in the special 

ink
• all checks are gathered and then read using a batch 

processing method
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MICR Check Reader



SCANNING DEVICES – CHARACTER & MARK RECOGNITION TYPES

Magnetic Ink Character Recognition (MICR)
Advantages of MICR:
• offers greater security than OCR since 

the printed characters cannot be 
altered
• no manual input, so errors are reduced
• magnetic ink characters can still be 

read even if it is written over
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Disadvantages of MICR:
• only a certain and very limited number 

of characters can be read
• more expensive than other methods 

used in direct data entry



SCANNING DEVICES

3-D Scanner
3-D scanners scan solid objects and produce a 3-D image. 
• takes images at several points along the x-, y- and z-coordinates
• forms a digital image which represents the solid object
• scanned images can be used in computer aided design (CAD), or 3-D printer to 

produce a working model of the scanned image

3-D scanners utilize numerous technologies, such as laser, magnetic resonance, 
white light, and so on.
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SCANNING DEVICES

3-D Scanner Application – CT Scanning
Computed tomographic (CT) scanners are used to create a 3-D image of a solid 
object based on tomography technology. 
• builds up an image of the solid object through a series of very thin 'slices' using X-

rays, radio frequencies, or gamma imaging among many other methods
• each 2-D 'slice' makes up a representation of the 3-D solid object
• each 'slice' is stored as a digital image in the computer memory
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SCANNING DEVICES

3-D Scanner Application – CT Scanning
Depending on how the image is formed, this type of tomographic scanner can have 
different names, for example:
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Name CT Scanner MRI SPECT

Stands for computerized 
tomography

magnetic 
resonance images

single photon 
emission computer 
tomography

Uses X-rays radio frequencies gamma rays



Image Capturing Devices

While optical scanners create image copies, image capturing devices create and 
capture original images.

Image capturing devices include:
• digital cameras
• webcams
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IMAGE CAPTURING DEVICES

Digital Camera
Digital cameras capture images (and videos) digitally and store them on a memory 
card or in the camera's memory (solid-state memory).
• Originally being dedicated devices, digital cameras can be found embedded in 

other devices such as cell phones and tablets.
• Images can be transferred to a computer by:

• directly reading the memory card (by slotting it into a card 
reader attached to a computer or a printer)

• connecting the camera to the computer using a USB port
• using wireless data transfer (Wi-Fi or Bluetooth)

• Images uploaded from the camera and stored in a computer file can be used for a 
multitude of purposes such as for printing, slideshows, as imported items in a 
word document, or uploading on to the internet.
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Digital Camera by Nikon

Source: https://sea.pcmag.com/camera/5218/the-best-digital-cameras-for-2020



IMAGE CAPTURING DEVICES

Digital Camera Use Cases
Uses of digital cameras include:
• taking photographs; digital cameras with more expensive lenses and dedicated 

software generally take better pictures than those found in smartphones and 
tablets
• used as a data-capture device, for example,

• reversing aid in a car where small cameras (in the bumpers) help the driver to see their 
immediate surroundings

• facial recognition, which takes account of unique facial features such as the distance between 
the eyes, width of nose, shape of cheek bones, length of jaw line, and shapes of eyebrows

• allowing dentists to take photos of patients' teeth to help them diagnose any 
problems; also used to improve color matching when doing dental fillings
• creation of virtual reality tours around houses, historical buildings, industrial 

plants, etc.
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IMAGE CAPTURING DEVICES

Digital Camera – Advantages & Disadvantages
Advantages of digital cameras:
• easier to produce better-quality photographs than a traditional camera
• easier and faster to upload photographs to a computer rather than having to scan 

in hard copies when using traditional methods
• no need to develop film and print out photographs anymore – saves money and 

is also environmentally more acceptable (saves paper and reduces use of 
chemicals used in developing traditional film)
• memory cards can store many thousands of photographs
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IMAGE CAPTURING DEVICES

Digital Camera – Advantages & Disadvantages
Disadvantages of digital cameras:
• using the cameras properly or working around transferring, storing, and 

manipulating photos require some understanding of how they work
• artistry lost due to software's ability to correct errors in photographs 

(intentionally or unintentionally, e.g., incorrect exposure, removal of red eye, etc.)
• images often need to be compressed to reduce the amount of memory used (a 

single image can use more than 12MB of memory, for example)
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IMAGE CAPTURING DEVICES

Digital Camera – Some Notes
Many smartphones are now capable of taking photographs of a very high quality.
• Some of the latest smartphones are essentially making dedicated cameras almost 

obsolete.
• Because the quality of the lens is an important feature, professional 

photographers will continue to use digital cameras for several years.
• The drawback of smartphone cameras is often inferior lens quality and limited memory for 

the storage of photos.

• However, it is now possible to get special attachments for many smartphones to 
allow special effects, zooming functions and even light filters.
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IMAGE CAPTURING DEVICES

Webcam
Webcams are specialized digital video cameras that capture images and send them 
to a computer for broadcast over the Internet.
• Like regular digital cameras, they can be found as dedicated devices or embedded 

in other devices including cell phones and tablets.
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Logitech Brio Webcam Laptop Webcam



Audio-Input Devices

Audio-input devices convert sounds into a form that can be processed by the 
system unit. By far the most widely used audio-input device is the microphone.
• Audio-input can take many forms, including the human voice and music.
• Voice recognition systems are examples of what makes use of audio-input 

devices.
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AUDIO-INPUT DEVICES

Microphone
Microphones are either built into the computer or are external devices connected 
through the USB port or using Bluetooth connectivity.
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Diagram of how a microphone works



AUDIO-INPUT DEVICES

Microphone
How a microphone works:
• When sound is created, it causes the air to vibrate.
• When a diaphragm in the microphone picks up the air vibrations, the diaphragm 

also begins to vibrate.
• A copper coil is wrapped around the cone which is connected to the diaphragm. 

As the diaphragm vibrates, the cone moves in and out causing the copper coil to 
move backwards and forwards.
• This forwards and backwards motion causes the coil to cut through the magnetic 

field around the permanent magnet, inducing an electric current.
• The electric current is then either amplified or sent to a recording device. The 

electric current is analogue in nature.
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AUDIO-INPUT DEVICES

Microphone
The electric current output from the microphone can also be sent to a computer 
where a sound card converts the current into a digital signal which can then be 
stored in the computer.
• In this example, the word 'hut' (in sound wave form) has been picked up by the 

microphone. This is then converted using an analogue to digital converter (ADC) 
into digital values which can then be stored in a computer or manipulated as 
required using appropriate software.
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Analogue to digital conversion



AUDIO-INPUT DEVICES

Microphone Use Cases
• To input speech/sounds to be used in various applications, for example, in 

presentations, sampling (in films, music, etc.) and special effects (films)
• Input in voice-recognition software

• software converts the speech into text that can be used in, for example, 

• Used as a sensor to pick up sound (e.g., in an intruder alarm system)
• Used in video-conferencing or Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) applications
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AUDIO-INPUT DEVICES

Microphone – Advantages & Disadvantages
Advantages of microphones:
• faster to read in text than to type it in using a keyboard
• possible to manipulate sound in real time using special software rather than work on a 

recording done at some earlier stage
• if used in a voice activation system, it has the advantage of improving safety (because the 

car driver, for example, does not need to take their hands off the wheel to operate a 
switch or alter the radio station, etc.)

Disadvantages of microphones:
• sound files can use up a lot of computer memory
• voice-recognition software is not as accurate as typing in manually (e.g., software cannot 

distinguish the difference between 'their' and 'there')
• it's worse for those with obscure accents and/or speech impediments like s-s-stuttering!
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Voice Recognition Systems

Voice recognition systems use a microphone, a sound card, and special software.
• These systems allow users to operate computers and other devices, as well as to 

create documents, using voice commands.
Examples of voice recognition systems include Apple's Siri, Google Assistant, 
Cortana by Microsoft, and Amazon's Alexa.
• There are even devices on the market that exclusively offer access to virtual 

assistants with voice recognition, such as Amazon's Echo, Apple's HomePod, and 
Google Home.
• These voice recognition systems can perform any number of operations, including 

scheduling events on your calendar, composing simple text messages, and looking 
up facts on the web.
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Voice Recognition Systems

Specialized portable voice recorders are widely used by doctors, lawyers, and 
others to record dictation.
• These devices can record for several hours before connecting to a computer 

running voice recognition software to edit, store, and print the dictated 
information.
• Some systems are even able to translate dictation from one language to another, 

such as from English to Japanese.
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Sensors

A sensor is a device that inputs data to a computer; the data is a measurement of 
some physical quantity that is continuously changing (e.g., temperature, light, 
moisture, etc.).
• physical quantities are analog in nature
• computers only understand digital data (i.e., 1s and 0s); information needs to be 

converted using an analogue to digital converter (ADC)
• mainly used in monitoring and control applications

• monitoring (or measurement) involves monitoring or measuring physical variables over a 
period

• control applications control certain physical variables by maintaining certain physical 
conditions at the same level for a period of time or by controlling certain devices which cause 
the variables to change
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Sensors
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Common Sensors & Examples of Applications
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Sensor Example Applications

temperature • control a central heating system
• control/monitor a chemical process
• control/monitor temperature in a greenhouse

moisture/humidity • control/monitor moisture/humidity levels in soil/air in a greenhouse
• monitor dampness levels in an industrial application (e.g., monitor moisture in 

a paint spray booth in a car factory)

light • switch street lighting on at night and off during the day
• monitor/control light levels in a greenhouse
• switch on car headlights when it gets dark

infrared/motion • turn on windshield wipers on a car when it rains
• detect an intruder in a burglar alarm system
• count people entering or leaving a building



Common Sensors & Examples of Applications 
(cont'd)
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Sensor Example Applications

pressure • detect intruders in a burglar alarm system
• check weight (such as the weight of a vehicle)
• monitor/control a process where gas pressure is important

acoustic/sound • pick up noise levels (such as footsteps or breaking glass) in a burglar alarm 
system

• detect noise of liquids dripping from a pipe

gas (such as O2 and CO2) • monitor pollution levels in a river or air
• measure O2 and CO2 levels in a greenhouse
• check for CO2 or NO2 leaks in a power station

pH • monitor/control acidity/alkalinity levels in soil
• monitor pollution in rivers

magnetic field • detect changes in cell phones, CD players, and so on
• used in anti-lock braking systems in motor vehicles



Sensors – Advantages & Disadvantages

Advantages of using sensors:
• more accurate readings taken when compared to human operators
• readings are continuous; no break in the monitoring
• because it is a continuous process, any necessary action (control system) or warning 

(monitoring system) will be initiated immediately
• systems can be automatic, removing the need for human intervention (very important if 

the process is hazardous or needs precise control/monitoring)

Disadvantages of using sensors
• faulty sensors can give spurious results (e.g., sensors on the rear bumper of a car that 

monitors obstacles; if dirty, they may either fail to identify obstacle(s) or give a 
continuous alarm)

• most sensors are analog, therefore requiring conversion using an ADC
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Summary

This lecture has covered the following:
• concept of input
• types of input devices and their uses/applications
• advantages and disadvantages between different input devices
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